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Work Experience
Maintenance/ ground staff
Tranmere rovers April 2017 to Present
I have enjoyed working at Tranmere rovers for the last few years. I have learnt many new 
skills and am efficient at using hand tools, Manual hand tools and other machinery.
This role has enabled me to build my confidence up by working in a working and public 
environment.

My Duties Include:
Working flexible hours
Working in multiple sites such as the the football ground and the training ground Working 
under pressure and to be able to get the work done when required to Learning new tasks 
quickly and be able to perform them
Working on your on a lot and staying fully concentrated and having a lot of motivation 
Working in extreme weather conditions and still be able to manage the work set to me
Performing Line marking to the pitches
Strimming and keeping the training ground and match ground nice and clean
Pro coring the pitch 
Mowing the pitches
Be able to use the ride on mowers
To be able to use granule feeds on the pitches

Grades & Achievements
Maths level 2( equivalent to a C) English level 2( equivalent to a C) PE D
Science E
Btec level sports 1
Btec level sports 2
Education
GCSE or equivalent
Skills
HEALTH AND SAFETY (Less than 1 year), Using machinery (2 years)
Additional Information
    
KEY SKILLS
I am motivated and willing to succeed with every role that comes my way.
I have a desire to develop myself and make the most out of every opportunity that comes 
my way.
I am able to use my initiative and can work alone or in a team. I stay focused and motivated 
in work with a positive and can do approach. I am looking for a career were I can settle in 
learn about the job and be happy working there.
Customer service
I am friendly, approachable and professional with good listening and communication skills.
IT Skills- Confident and proficient user of Microsoft packages, email, internet and social 
media channels.
Team working- A team player with motivational skills to support the team as required.
Ability to work on own- Able to work independently, focused and motivated.
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Health and safety- Awareness of various policies and procedures.
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